The symptomatology of post-stroke depression: comparison of stroke and myocardial infarction patients.
Depression is a frequent problem in stroke patients but, all too often, the problem goes unrecognized. How depression-like symptoms in post-stroke depression (PSD) should be interpreted is still subject to debate. If PSD has a distinct symptom profile of depression accompanying other chronic vascular somatic conditions then this could imply that PSD is a specific disease entity. To study whether depressed stroke patients exhibit other signs and symptoms than patients suffering from depression after myocardial infarction (MI). Depressive signs and symptoms were measured using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale and the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale. The results of 190 stroke patients were compared with the results of 198 MI patients every 3 months during the first year after the event. Depressed stroke patients exhibited more loss of interest, psychomotor retardation, and gastro-intestinal complaints as compared to depressed MI patients. However, in multivariate analyses including both depressed and non-depressed stroke and MI patients, no specific symptom profile was found to differentiate between the two depressive syndromes by looking at the modifying effect of stroke vs MI on the occurrence of specific symptoms in depression. Although in their clinical presentation, depressed stroke patients exhibit a symptom profile different from depressed MI patients, this is not due to differences in the depressive syndrome in these two patient groups but it reflects differences between stroke and MI patients in general.